
HISTORY:  
Clase Azul is an ultra-premium Tequila made from 100% organic 
Tequilana Weber Blue Agaves. Literally touched by the human  
spirit and inspired by traditional Mexican values, each bottles  
is hand-made and hand-painted by artisans in Santa Maria 
Canchesdá, Mexico. Making each bottle  a unique piece. Every bottle 
takes 11 days to make by the Mazahua, one of the oldest native 
communities, who have practiced the art of painting ceramics since 
pre-Hispanic times. The Reposado is offered in a ceramic decanter in 
the iconic Clase Azul shape with  a pewter closure that demonstrates 
the great love  and care for the spirit inside the bottle.

BRAND:

Clase Azul  
Reposado

CLOSURE: Cork

CASE SIZE: 6 x 70cl

ABV: 40%

ORIGIN:  Mexico



PRODUCTION: 
The Plata is produced in the town of Jesús Maria – one of the  
highest points  in Los Altos, or highlands, region of the state of  
Jalisco  which gives a very unique flavour profile to the tequila. 

Tequila Clase Azul Reposado is crafted from hand-selected agave  
that have matured for at least 9 years. The agave piñas are slow 
cooked whole with  steam for 72 hours in traditional stone ovens.  
The piñas are allowed to cool naturally before undergoing artisan 
milling, fermentation is undertaken with secret proprietary yeasts 
and then carefully distilled in a copper pot stills to ensure the  
highest quality spirit. Triple filtration before extended ageing for  
8 months in fine small American White Oak barrels selected by  
the master distiller. 

TASTING NOTE: 
This Reposado (aged) tequila is intense amber in colour, with 
a surprising silky and rich body. Soft on the nose; it displays 
harmonious notes of aromatic oak, fresh agave, pepper, vanilla  
and toffee caramel. These entrancing flavours are carried through 
onto the palate. The ageing time gives this sipping tequila an  
amazing balance, body and flavour profile.


